Abstract
Introduction
Changes in lighting have a big effect on the way a scene looks. This makes it difficult to match images of an object taken under different lighting conditions. We consider three of the most prominent methods for handling this problem: normalized correlation; comparison of normalized jets of oriented filters such as difference of Gaussians; and comparison of the direction of the gradient. In this paper we show that these methods are equivalent.
These methods are all popular. Normalized correlation is part of the standard toolbox of image processing (eg., [15] ). It is widely used to account for lighting variations because it is invariant to changes in the offset (additive changes) and gain (multiplicative changes) of images (eg., [15] ). Jets of oriented filters, such as difference of Gaussians (eg., [18, 23, 8, 16] ) or Gabor jets (eg., [19] ), have become the most ubiquitous representations in computer vision, especially for object recognition and texture analysis. Their use is primarily motivated by advantages unrelated to lighting, but invariance to offset and gain has also been seen as a plus. The direction of the gradient has been proposed for lighting insensitive recognition with increasing frequency ( [2, 4, 14, 24, 6, 7, 9] ), and has been shown to be invariant or insensitive to changes in lighting direction for many 3D objects ( [6] ). However, the connections between these methods have not been well understood.
We show that a close relationship exists between normalization and the direction of the gradient. First, we show that in the limit, for a small window, normalized correlation between two image patches computes the cosine of the difference in angle between the direction of gradient in the two patches. Second, we consider normalized correlation of the output of a jet of oriented difference of Gaussians. We show that this computes the same thing. We also show that with minor modifications, these two methods compute a similar measure that is invariant to 180 degree changes in gradient direction (ie., its polarity). Methods that explicitly compare the direction of gradient may do so slightly differently, for example by computing the sum of square differences in the angle of this direction. However, we confirm experimentally that these subtle differences are not significant.
Currently, a researcher who wishes to perform lighting insensitive matching is faced by a wide range of options. It is not clear what approach might be best, and how this decision might depend on the domain. Determining this experimentally for a particular problem can be quite challenging. By proving that three prominent approaches to achieving lighting insensitivity are equivalent, we simplify this task.
We also feel that our results deepen our understanding of all these methods. In particular, our results show that approaches based on normalized correlation and methods based on jets possess much more powerful insensitivity to lighting variation than is suggested by their invariance to offset and gain. In 3D scenes containing regions of high curvature these methods can also be insensitive to changes in the direction of lighting.
Background
We will first briefly review some of the effects of lighting variation on scene appearance. Then we will describe methods for handling them, focusing on the three approaches analyzed in this paper.
We will consider the effects of lighting variation on Lam-bertian objects. For Lambertian objects, the intensity of a pixel is: i = lαn ·l where i is intensity, l is the magnitude of the light, α is albedo,n is the surface normal, andl is the direction from the surface to the light. We will assume that light sources are distant and isotropic, and there are no cast shadows, so that light appears at the same intensity and angle relative to all object surfaces. We first consider the simplest effects of lighting. When light sources change their intensity but do not move, all image intensities are simply scaled. For a planar object and distant light sources, changes in lighting direction also linearly scale the image intensities, because all surface normals have the same angle relative to any light source. For convex objects of uniform albedo, a diffuse light source in which constant intensity light comes from all directions adds a constant to all image intensities. In these simple cases, lighting variation has an additive (offset) or multiplicative (gain) effect on the image.
Changes in lighting can have a much more complex effect on three-dimensional objects. This is because a change in the direction of lighting changes the angle between lighting and surface normal differently at every scene point, making some points lighter and some dimmer. Chen et al. [6] illustrate this complexity by showing that given any two images, one can construct a Lambertian scene that will produce the first image when illuminated by a point source from one direction, and produce the second image when illuminated by a different point source. So, given one image of a scene, it is impossible to predict anything definite about how it will appear under different lighting.
When a scene contains discontinuities in shape or albedo, edges may be lighting invariant. However, for nonpolyhedral objects, changes in illumination can drastically effect the edges produced in an image (eg., [26] ). For this reason, edge based methods have been very successful, but only for limited classes of objects, or for matching under controlled lighting conditions.
Another method of coping with illumination is to normalize the intensities of images prior to comparison. The simplest approach is to adjust the offset and gain of the image to standard values (for discussion of another approach, histogram equalization, see, eg., [21, 17] ). For example, one can subtract a constant value from the image, or a window in the image, to give it zero mean, and scale the image to give it unit variance. Normalized cross-correlation follows this normalization with correlation, and is a standard way to manage the effects of lighting change (eg., [15] . See [5] for an application of this to face recognition).
Many approaches match images using the output of multiscale oriented filters instead of raw pixel intensities (eg., [19, 23, 13, 18, 25] ). By using filters that integrate to zero, such as difference of Gaussians or Gabor filters, such approaches become invariant to additive changes in the image.
Normalizing the total magnitude of all filter responses produces invariance to multiplicative changes. This invariance to offset and gain often helps motivate the use of multiscale oriented filters (eg., [29, 30, 8, 3, 16] ).
A third approach to handling lighting uses representations of images that are less sensitive to lighting variation. A number of authors have proposed the direction of the image gradient for this purpose ( [2, 4, 14, 24, 6, 7, 9] ). Sometimes, this has been motivated by the invariance of the direction of gradient to changes in offset and gain (eg., [7, 9] ) and indeed to any monotonic change in image intensity ( [24] ). Chen et al. [6] provide a statistical analysis of the behavior of the direction of gradient, in terms of scene structure. They show that the direction of gradient is invariant to lighting changes at scene discontinuities. Moreover, it is also relatively insensitive to lighting changes for a surface in which the ratio of one principal curvature to the other is high.
There are many possible ways to compare images using the direction of the gradient. Perhaps the simplest is to compute the sum of squares of the differences between two images. The difference between the direction of gradient in two images can range from 0 to π, or, if we compare the images in a manner insensitive to the polarity of the gradient, it ranges from 0 to π 2 . We will call the polarity sensitive comparison 'DIRP', and the polarity invariant comparison 'DIR', for short. Chen et al. also suggest a somewhat superior method, relying on the distribution of direction differences using the statistics of image pairs that come from the same scene, under different lighting conditions.
To illustrate the potential differences between the direction of the gradient and normalization methods, consider the images produced by a uniform albedo, Lambertian cylinder, illuminated by a point light source (see Figure 1) . A circular cross-section of the cylinder will produce intensities that look like a cosine function (but are clipped at zero so that they do not become negative). The phase of the cosine varies so that its peak is at the surface normal that points directly towards the light. Even if we normalize two of these intensity patterns from two images, their different phases can cause them to be largely uncorrelated. However, because a cylinder has zero curvature in one direction, the direction of the gradient of its image is always in the direction of maximum curvature. Therefore, for objects such as cylinders, normalization seems to have little ability to compensate for lighting variations, while the direction of the gradient can be completely insensitive to them. We will show, though, that when image normalization is local, this apparent difference between the power of these methods disappears.
Finally, there has been much work on lighting insensitive object recognition that uses cues outside the scope of this paper, such as 3D knowledge of the scene (eg., [27, 11, 1] ), color (eg., [28, 12] ) and multiple images (eg., [20, 31] ). 
Normalized Correlation
We first derive the relationship between normalized correlation and the direction of the gradient. Proposition: For a small window of an image in which intensities can be approximated as linear, normalized correlation computes the cosine of the difference in the direction of the gradient. Proof: As a first step in normalized correlation we subtract the mean from each window. Assume I 1 and I 2 are zero mean windows that satisfy the above conditions. Then without loss of generality we can assume that ax is the gradient in I 1 , and bx + cy is the gradient in I 2 , and θ corresponds to the angle between them.
The correlation between I 1 and I 2 is defined as 1 :
The normalization factor in I 1 is
The size of the integration interval is chosen arbitrarily, because its magnitude will be cancelled by normalization.
The normalization factor in
Then the normalized correlation is
which is the same as eq.1 This demonstrates that with small windows, normalized correlation compares images by summing the cosine of the difference in the direction of the gradient at corresponding image points. This is similar to DIRP since like the square of the difference in angle, the cosine function is also monotonic in this difference, and changes more rapidly as the difference increases (up to a difference of π 2 ). We note that normalized correlation is not invariant to the polarity of the gradient direction. However, it is simple to change this, by taking the absolute value of the normalized correlation computed for each window. In this case, we compute the cosine of the difference in angle, allowing this difference to range from 0 to π 2 . Normalized correlation is, of course, an increasing function of the match quality while DIR is a decreasing function. Therefore, in our experiments we use a simple modification: 1 -(absolute value of the normalized correlation), as a distance function. We will denote this comparison method, 'NC'.
Note that with DIR the direction of the gradient is computed at a scale determined by some level of prior smoothing. Similarly, we can control the scale at which normalized correlation compares the direction of the gradient by prior smoothing of the images.
Jets of Derivatives of Gaussians
Many authors have remarked that jets of multi-scale, oriented filters provide some insensitivity to lighting variation. A typical explanation for this is given by Wiskott et al. [30] : "Since they are DC-free, they provide robustness against varying brightness in the image. Robustness against varying contrast can be obtained by normalizing the jets." Similar sentiments are echoed by many authors (eg., [23, 8, 16] ).
We now analyze a simple version of these approaches using a jet of oriented difference of Gaussian filters at one scale. We show that comparison of the output of these filters effectively computes the cosine of the difference in the direction of gradient of the two images. Or, with a slight variation, it computes a similar quantity that is invariant to polarity. We call this latter comparison method 'DOG'.
Let D θ ( x) denote the result at position x of convolving an image, I, with a difference of Gaussian filter oriented in the direction θ, where θ indicates the angle rel-ative to the x axis. Then D θ ( x) encodes the magnitude of the gradient of G I in the direction θ. A jet is a vector of the output of these filters at x: D( x) = (D θ1 ( x), D θ2 ( x), ...D θ k ( x) ). A typical number of oriented filters is eight, eg., k = 8. We will also consider a common variation in which the absolute value of the jet is used:
The resulting jets are normalized prior to comparison. The simplest comparison is correlation, in which case we compute D1·D2 ||D1||||D2|| . Suppose that the direction of the gradient at x is along the x axis (this will be without loss of generality when our analysis moves to the continuous domain), and the magnitude of the gradient is M x . Then: D θ ( x) = M x cos(θ) and we have:
That is, D( x) is a vector that discretely samples the cosine function, scaled by M x . If we compute difference of Gaussians at a point, y, in another image, at which the direction of the gradient is α and its magnitude is M y we have:
DOG compares jets by computing:
To analyze this, it is useful to approximate the discretely sampled cosine with a continuous function. So we take:
This is exactly the same comparison measure as normalized correlation. Next, we consider what happens when we take the absolute values of filter outputs. Since a difference of Gaussian oriented in the direction θ produces a result with the same magnitude as one oriented towards θ + π we only apply filters in a range of directions from 0 to π. We obtain:
We can assume, without loss of generality that 0 ≤ α ≤ π 2 . We obtain: This first equality is obtained by breaking the integral into intervals of constant sign. The second equality follows from trigonometric identities.
In fact, it turns out that . To show this, we can expand the two functions with Legendre polynomials. The coefficients of the two functions in this orthonormal basis are shown in Table 1 . They are almost identical (Figure 2) . Therefore, DOG essentially compares image gradients by taking the cosine of twice the difference in angle. This comparison is insensitive to the polarity of this difference, since it is periodic with a frequency of π. Within this range it is monotonic with the difference in angle, and qualitatively identical to the comparison method in DIR.
Note that these functions are a continuous approximation to the discrete functions actually computed. However, in experiments we have verified that the continuous and discrete versions perform identically, with k = 8.
By using a set of eight filters we obtain a highly redundant feature set which, by definition, is not needed to capture the information in the image. However, if we compare these jets by taking inner products, we can see that this is an excellent, discrete approximation to a comparison of a continuous function of the gradient. A non-redundant set of two oriented filters would provide a poor approximation to this continuous function.
Experiments
While we have analytically shown strong connections between comparison methods using normalized correlation, difference of Gaussian jets, and the direction of gradient there are some subtle differences between the methods. For example, we have analyzed DOG with a continuous approximation to a discrete process. And, while DOG compares the difference in the direction of gradient by taking a cosine, DIR computes the sum of squared differences. Our experiments show that these subtle differences indeed have very little effect on the outcome.
We experiment on both synthetic and real images (Figure 3) . Each experiment uses a reference image from each object, taken under identical lighting conditions. We then classify query images of these objects, taken under different lighting, according to the most similar reference image.
We generated synthetic convex objects by starting with a cube, and randomly generating planes that intersected the cube, but not a sphere contained in the cube. With each plane, we carved away a portion of the cube. Then we smoothed the resulting surface. 50 planes produced a polyhedral-like object. Reference images were taken with the light at an angle 45 degrees from vertical. Query images were taken with a light varying by between nine and ninety degrees from the original light, but never varying from frontal by more than 45 degrees. We carved the surface using planes with normals no more than 45 degrees from vertical, so that the resulting image contained no attached shadows.
For real objects, we used the Yale database [6] , which contains 20 objects with abrupt changes in albedo and shape. The database consists of 63 images of each object with lighting direction deviating up to 90 degrees from the frontal. A reference image of each object was chosen with frontal illumination. The rest of the images where used as queries. Figure 4 shows the results of the experiments. The performance of all three methods is almost identical.
Conclusions
We have shown that normalized correlation and image comparison based on normalized jets of oriented filters are essentially gradient direction comparison methods. This makes them insensitive to lighting direction for scenes with 3D objects, a result that does not simply follow from their invariance to offset and gain. This accounts for their significant success in image comparison under changing lighting conditions. Understanding this equivalence makes it much simpler for researchers attempting to find the best lighting insensitive image comparison method.
